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In a survey of' the literature on cholesterol one 
is lastounded at the exten~i ve r"esearches that have 
beej:t carried out on this s ubstance. Physiologically, 
cholesterol is regarded as the most important of the 
ste:r-ols although or late years ergosterol has become 
eqmllly well known. auch experimentation was con-
duc1t;ed on irradiated cholesterol in determining its 
antlrachitic property with the subs.equent discovery 
tha1: this antirachitic property was due to the 
pre::serice in the cholesterol of a contaminant, namely 
ergc>sterol. The presence of this ster61 is important 
ina~!Jmuch •~ it U t era the physical and chemical pro-
pert;ies of cholesterol to a gre.ater or lesser extent. 
Por this reason, cholesterol p~eparations are not 
chetttically pure unless steps are taken to remove the 
ergosterol or any related sterol by purif'ication 
methods. The amount or er gosterol present in 
cholesterol varies from 0.0 to 0.1 % according to the 
som•ce of material and the method of purification. 
Pur~.f'ication methods will be discussed later. 
Cholesterol was f _irst isolated t:bom gall stones 
by Conradi in 17'7 5. .It derives its name trom the 
fact: that it is a constituent of bile. Cholesterol 
is considered an essential constituent or the living 
cell. It occurs in practically all animal tissues, 
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ei:ng • ey bunde.nt in brai n-.1 nerve ti u , h ere 
it ,ex1 ts both f'r nd in c mb1n t1on 1th .r tty 
e1,t1s as est rs. It is pre nt also in blood, bil , 
the sl1n nd. oth r tiaau a ( 1 .e., 11v r and spleen) 
.nd is common con t1tucnt of gall stones . 
oure of' commere1 1 choloatetool .r , br in and 
spi1n. 1 ord or catt.le, 11 stones; whale o11, cod 
11~~r oil (0.6 t .o%) and fish oil . 
Cholest rol 1!!, a wh! t • crystallin substance 
insc,luble in at r ·but oluble 1n lcohol, th r , 
chl1::Jrofo'MD1 e _ rbon t tr chlor1d , c rbon bt ulph1de, 
petl~oleum ether and b . nzen • It b longs to the 
cl l!! ot sterols, h eh ar a.rom tic alcohols ot high 
ol~cul r 1ghtsi clos ly r lnt d to the t rpen s. 
In 1 56 B rth lot g ve this sterol the formula 
c2s!44o. Sine th xt n 1v ehe 1c 1 1nv st1 t1on 
ot t;h1s ubstano by 1nd us ( 81) C27H40 0 has b~utn 
aecnpted s it ... f'ormul • 
rep1~ sents it as : 
Structur lly 1ndaus 
H 
CH2 - C - CH3 
I 
Cll2 
I 
T~ 
c~ 
I 
CR 
I \ 
H C OR 3 3 
The arrangement or the 4 ring$ is t'airly well 
estnblished, but the structure of' the side chain is 
still controversial. When crystallized from alcohol 
and ether it has one molecule of water of cry•talli-
zaM[on. 
Cholesterol lsa_·.seeondar7 alcohol and as such it 
is not hydrolyzed by alkalies although its esters are. 
Henc~e. cholesterol belongs to the "unsaponifiable 
f'rac=tion". This f'act is utilized by Bloor (14} ~ 
his method for t he quantitative determination of fatt,.-
aeiCLs and cholesterol in small amounts of blood plasma. 
indaus (79) disco-Yered that free cholesterol is 
prec:ipitated by the alkaloid digitonin while the esters 
are not. Investigation showed that in alcoholic solu.-
t1on the preci-pitation is almost quantitative. On 
• 
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thia basis he developed a quantitative method (80). 
Cholesterol contains one double bond. There-
fore, it ·Can absorb two atoms of iodine or bromine 
and :rrom this a halogen number ean be determined • 
The calculated theoretical values for cholesterol are: 
Iodine Numbe~ 65.7 
.Bromine Humber 41 .4 
In the an:tmal organism cholesterol originates 
mainly from ingested f'ood, the material being present 
as such or in isomeric forms which are changed to 
cholesterol in the body. Besides being of exogenous 
origin, it is probably also synthesized to some extent 
by the body, since it has been found that elimination 
can exceed the intake. Experiments on white rata by 
Randles and Knudson (58} gave experimental evidence 
to show that the organism of the white rat is able to 
synthesize cholesterol. The diet was cholesterol-
:f'ree and the experiments were well controlled. 
Beumer and Lehman ( 4 ) fed newly born dogs on a 
cholesterol-poor diet for foUr weeks and at the end of 
that time showed an lnerease in cholesterol amounting 
to t wenty times the amount administered in the food. 
They interpreted t h s as proof' that cholesterol can be 
synthesized in the animal body. 
Channon ( 18} reported feeding rat·s on a cholester-
ol-free diet from the time they were weaned until they 
-5-.. 
reached 100 ~. in weight. He fd1md th&ct they showed 
an increase in eholastel"'Ol eontant fr om 100 to 220 mgm. 
The animal body v1ouJ.d therefore se~m capable or syn-
tha.sizing cholesterol. 
The fat e of cholestel'ol in rretabolism ia obscure. 
It .seems to be clOS9lY r elated tl> chelle acid, hich 
occurs in the two bi le acids, ~ycocholic and tauro-
eholle acids. Tne cholesterol contained in the bile 
after it reAches the inte.stine ia mostly Peabsorbed. 
A part ia excreted unchanged in tho bile. Jlc .. ster 
(4g ) who fed cholesterol to doga, reported increases 
in the quantity of that subs~an~e eliminated in the 
bile and concluded that eholes~erol excretion is •n 
independent tunetional activity o:f the liver not 
related to the quantity of btle or of bilirubin. 
I 
T'ne chole1terol reabsorbed from the intestines ia 
partly eftterifted with f a tty acids during the absorp.;. 
tion. Bloor ( 12) conside:-s it to take a aeti ve part 
in fat metabQlism. Coprosterol is formed by the 
reducing aetl'" on of bacteria on cholesterol in the 
lower intesiine. By proeesses o:f oxidation or 
reduction the body ean form va~ious products from 
cholest.erol. 
The purpose of the prestmt investigation may be 
summed up in the i'lords of Shope ( 67). tt'lhe fact that 
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the physiological function of chole:stero.l nd its 
esters has not yet been established makes it hiehly 
important to u.tllize every available opportun1 ty to 
study its variations in the hope ot obt•ining 
evidence, which, when added to what is already known, 
may yield a clearer md more complete picture as to 
the actual role of cholesterol in the physiology ot 
the animal organism". 
G 11 stones are composed chiefly of cholesterol 
and may therefore be used a.s a source of it. Just 
hat causes the formation of gall stones. has been the 
subject of much discussion and the question has not 
yet been sa.tisf.aetorily answered to date. Engel and 
Cserma (25) experimented on guinea pigs and found that 
inerea·sing the blood cholesterol content by prolonged 
intraperitoneal injec~ions of cholesterol emulsions 
failed to give rise to gall stone formation. This 
is contrary to the accepted theory that in humans 
inere se blood cholesterol is s.ignifieant in the 
formation of biliary cono_etions. Hospers (35) in 
experiments on rabbits confirmed the .findings or 
Engel and C'aerm • He eoncll.lded that no method had 
yet been found that wou1d produce gall stones, 
especially of the choleste~ol type~ with any degree or 
certainty. 
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1hatever· the oause of the formation of gall 
stones may be they do occtu• .fairly frequently and. 
are of three t ypes: (~) Ta ose eompoeAd of calcium 
ca rbonate e.nd c lciurn ph osphate .,. (b) those formed of 
c lc:tum cs.r b ons.te a...'"ld bile pigment, and (e) those 
containing cholesterol as the ehief constituent. In 
humans the latter type occurs most frequently,. 
Pickens,. Spanner and Bauman (57} r cently reported the 
average cholesterol content ot a large series of the 
eonnnon mixed or combination gall atones as 94.%. In 
preparing cholesterol from sev&n lots of gall stones 
a yield of from 48.8 to 79'.0~ with the average at 
69.2$ was obta1.ned. The bilia:roy concretions from 
which the cholesterol was extracted were obvio1 sly of 
the mixed type as they contained pigments and l ime in 
addition to cholesterol.· 'hble I g1 ves the data on 
the initial products obtained. 
Table I. 
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~able I. 
Percentage Yield -.nd Kelting Points ot the Crude 
Cholesterol ext~acted from Gall Stones • 
. Lot Weight of Cholee.terol Yield •~lting Point 
# Gflll stones obtnined in Gf .Cholesterol 
in grams. in grams. ~- obtained. 
1 ?.5 5.4 72.1 147.0°0 •. 
2 28.2 19.0 67.4 14o.O 
3 4.5 2.2 48.8 147.0 
4 20.5 15.7 76.5 146.5 
5 12.0 9.5 79.0 146.0 
6 12.2 9.5 ?7 .8 145.3 
7 112.0 7l.3 63.7 145.5 
.. g .. 
There are various methods for the prepar&tion of 
cholesterol from gall stones chief among them being: 
(1) The gall s ·cones are pb dered, washed . ith boilirg 
water then extracted re.peatedly with hot alcohol in 
which the lime salts of the bile pigments are not 
soluble. The alcohol extract is then boiled with 
alcoholic potas.sium hydroxide .and evaporated. The 
cholesterol can then be extracted from traces of soap 
with ether and recr ystallized from alcohol. This is 
the method outlined by _Leathes and Raper (37} in their 
monograph on "The Pats". 
( 2) The method used. consisted ot procedures based on 
the chemical properties or cholesterol and was developed 
in connection with other investigations. Briefly, the 
method is as follows: the gall stones are pulverized 
in a mortar, trans.ferred to a flask, alkali and a 3:1 
mixture of alcohol-ether added and the whole re.fluxed 
for two hours. On cooling, the cholesterol crystal-
lized out. Attel!" filt ering the crystalline material 
was washed with cold alcohol to remove bile pigments. 
Since many washings were necessary~ doubtless some 
cholesterol was lost at this stage. It was next 
necessary to remove the excess alkali. This was ' 
accomplished by washing the crystall:lne precipitate 
with distilled water. The resultant product was 
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recrystallized from chloroform~ In pr11paring 
chole.sterol from human gall stones· the melting points 
of the initl 1 products ranges from 145~0 to 147:o c. 
Repeated recrystallizutions di4 not greatly alter the 
values. as the melting points or the recrystallized 
" . cholesterol were between 147 . 0 and 148 .5 c. The 
following table (Table II.) gives the data on 
recrrat·allizatlon. 
Table II. 
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Table II • 
.llelttng Points of Cholesterol bef'ore a.nd 
after R,eerystallizat.ion. 
Lot Melting Point Rec~·ystal.. .Kelting Point Yield 
# before reerys- lized from af'etr reci .. :fB- % 
1 
2 
4 
s 
6 
7 
talliz stion. 
146.0 
146.5 
146.0 
145.2> 
145.5 
CBCl3 
c2&5oH 
C2H5CH 
C2H50R 
c~5.oH 
C2H50R 
tallization. 
147.2 
147.0 
147.0 
1 47.8 
148.5 
64.5 
87.8 
9 4.8 
87 .3 
80.5 
90.1 
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As shown by Anderson (1) the faet th~t a 
cholesterol pre~ration a ppears to be homogeneous, 
I 
i.e.; recrystallization causes no change in the pro-
perties, is no absolute pronf of its purity. Closely 
allied sterols may differ so slightly in solubility 
thc.t rocJ~,- tallization eRus ee no perceptible 
separation. .Ordinarily puri.fication of n nubstance 
may be accomplished by repeated reerystal11zations 
from some sui~able solvent. In the CRse of eholes-
terol, however, this s1.mple procedure proves inef-
fective in removing the impurity, ergosterol., which 
is now known to occur in cholestel'ol as ordine.rily 
prepared. It may b& pr~eent only in amounts varying 
t't"om o.o to 0.1% but its presence is enough to lower 
melt1.ng points, and change tht specific rotation and 
halogen numbers .• 
To obtatn a pure eholestero.l it is necessary to 
remove th~ contaminant. Th:Jis may be accomplished by 
one of the f'ollowtng methods: (a) treatment with norit 
or ch!tl'Coal; (b) oxid!ttlon with perme.nganate; (e) over-
irradiation; and (d) purification via allocholesterol, 
cholesterol chloride or cholesterol d1bromide. 
The ehareonl method of purification consists in 
refluxing the cholesterol in alcoholic solut~_on with 
d~color zinfl ehareoal for he..lf an hour. Thi.e really 
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is not an effective method as reported by Bills and 
Honeywell (8}, who found that after such treatment 
the substance still r ·etained the pt·oper ty of becoming 
antirachitic upon irr&dia.tion. Thinking that further 
treatment with charcoal might remove the er•gosterol 
they refluxed an aieoholic solution o? cholester ol ror 
three periods of' eight hours each. . The product was 
:t'ecrystallized f r om 9 5% alcohol, (Uss olvDd n ethezo 
and zoefiltered to remove tho 1 st · ·traces or suspended 
ca:I'bon. The ether w-as then evapornted and the 
:r·esidue recrystallized .from 95% £leohol, washed and 
dried in a i.r . '.ih ey obtained a llrlOVT-wh:i:te product , 
whi ch melt9d at 149.ooo, st111 contaminated. 
Knowing tbst potassium permanganate in eetone 
solution oxidizes el"gost erol more readily t ha..t'l. it does 
cholesterol, Bills and Honeywell (8 ) dissolved some 
choles ·terol in boiling acetone. •ro phis they added 
finely powdered potassium permanganate and re.f~uxed 
the mixtuzoe f' or one hour • i 'he hot sol uti on was 
.filtered, crystilJ.ized at zero, reerystallized t'rom 
alcohol and dried. Th.i s method was found to remove 
75~ of the contaminant. 
Pure cholesterol can be obtained only by means 
of the di-bl"omo-compound. The method o~ Bills and 
Honeywell ( 8 ) deee1•ibed 1~ r ls an s.dapta.tion o£ thG 
proeedu.1•e. o.f •• :tndans and Hauth (78 ) • 'I'b.e fo l l owing 
ls t he method us €·d t o pr epare pure chol esterol f or 
the det ermina.t ion of physi e:£~.1 constants. 
f:::i'~ l!1R of ~hol ~sterol extr ... etsd ~rom ga.ll stones were 
di ssolved in 2 50 c.e • .ether and a.ddad rapidly to 4 e.e. 
brom ne 1.n 31 5 c.e. glAc i~.l a.ce,t i c s:ei.d . The pre-
pa.rat5.on was e.llovred. to stand w1. th c;>ceas :tonnl she.king 
for two hour s at r o om temperature. 
The cholesterol dlbrOlrid e ftf) r:t l tered on a 
Buehner funnel. The f i lte r cake W!ls washed w:tth 
ab solut e alcohol until 1h ite, then di ssolved 1.n 7 5 c.c. 
hot chloroform. To t hi s Rolution were added 300 e.c. 
of 95% alcohol, e.nd t h e mixture set as i de at .zero. 
The b ee.utitully erystalltzed dibromide was f i ltered 
wi t h suction. washed with 95% alcohol and transferred 
to a large f"ls.sk eontatnlng 65 e.e. of ?5% alcohol and 
2. 5 grams of zino dust. Thi s was cautiously heated 
to boiling and a..f tel.'" the violent :reaction hed subsided 
the boiling was continued ro~ exactly six minutes. 
The yel~ow cholesterol solution was decanted rrom any 
undissolved zinc and allowed to el"ysta:llize at zero. 
The el"ystals vrere then rec-rystallized from alcohol, 
washed and dried. The l imit or pur1rioation is 
reached by a single treatment. 
99% or the ergosterol (8 ). 
Th1 s method remo·ves 
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Using the abo~e bromination method on a 25 gram 
sample or cholesterol extracted rrom Lot # 7 gall stones 
9 grams or a pure white cholesterol, hich melted at 
0 149.0 c.,was obtained. The ~ield was only 36%. 
Anderson (1) reported using the method ot Windaus and 
Hauth (78). He obtained a product hich hatl a melting 
point of 150-151°0. Thie bromination method is 
essentially the same as that described by Bille and 
Honeywell (8) who reported a melting point of 149.o"c. 
even after three brominations. Rosenheim and ebster 
(61) who have carried out mm. y 1nt8rest ng inveetiga-
tione on sterols, also report that only by meaas of the 
bromination method can cholesterol be completely freed 
from ergosterol. The purification method used by them 
is essentially that described by Billa and Honeywell, 
with the exception that they reduced the cholesterol 
dibromide with sodium amalgam in the presence of acetic 
acid whereas Bills and Honeywell (8) and Windaus (78) 
used zinc dust. The melting pointe of the cholesterol 
thus purified are reported as l48-149°C. 
In determining the melting points of cholesterol 
the capillary method was used. A small capillary tub• 
sealed at one end is filled two thirds fnll of the 
sample and is attached to the thermometer by means ot a 
small rubber band. The concentrated sulphuric acid 
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bath is kept evenly mixed by means of a specially eon• 
strueted stirring device. Pure cholesterol has a 
definite and sharp melting point. It is necessary to 
apply a stem correction and also to check the thermo-
Dieter us&d w1 th accurate thermometers to be sure there 
is no inherent error. The highest melting point 
obtained was 149.0cC. 
Por the most part the literature gives l49.0°C. as 
the melting point of cholesterol purified by brominat i o • 
However, Anderson (1) · repo:z:ated 150-151° c. as the melt i n 
point of cholesterol purified by thie ~ethod. In t his 
instance the source of the cholesterol was dog blood 
plasma. It is interesting to note that he obtained 
149 .0°C. · as the melting point of the pure cholesterol 
he extracted from beet plasma. · The answer to the pro-
blem, doubtless, is the source of the material. 
Representative values are listed in Table III, which 
follows. 
Table III. 
\ 
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Table III. 
Melting Points ot Purified* Cholesterol 
from Various Sources. 
Observer 
Anderson 
tt 
Bills 
Huntsinger 
tt 
" 
Source ot 
Cholesterol 
Yield Melting Pofnt 
Dog Blood. Plasma 
Beef Plasma 
ColllDl&rcial 
Commercial 
Gall stones 
Commercial 
Pfanstiehl 
% 
45 
36 
30 
29 
150-151° c. 
149.0 
150-151 
149.0 
149.0 
148.5 
149.0 
* Purified by bromination method. 
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In determining the specific ~otation of choles-
terol an instrument which is a. modi.fication of the 
Laurent Polariscope was used. In such an apparatus 
monochromatic li ght passes thrcugh the polarizer and 
emerges as plane polarized monochromatic light which 
on passing through the analyzer, another Bieol prism 
at right angl es to the polar1.zer, is completely 
diverted and gives extinction at the eye piece. Since 
there would be a difference in individuals. in disce~ning 
total extinction we take as the zero reading the 
matching of two halt .fields. 
Diagramatically: 
I ~ s I L---·---i-----7------~=-----~------;L----7-- - ---E I p T A ~ I 
in which L monochromatic light 
P :: polarizer (stationary ieol prism) 
T tube 
A analyzer (movable .Nicol prism mounted 
in a revolving sleeve) 
S scale 
E eye piece 
It a solution is placed between these t wo Nicol 
prisms it causes a deviation of light from the 
polarizer which can be counterbalanced by rotating the 
• t 
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analyzor. This is the optiea.l rotation or t he sub-
stance at that concentration. 1?o dete.rmine the speeirie 
rotation one utilizes the following formula: 
[~] = av lw 
in which [ex J specific rotation 
a = reading in degrees and decimal 
fractions ", 
v volume i n c.c. 
1 · length of tube in decimeters 
w weight or substance 
Experimentally, one discovers that ether is a very 
poor sol v·ent to use. Chloroform or carbon t etra-
chloride aore more suitable. It is bes.t to use a 2% 
solution (1.0000 g . in 50 c.e. solvent) end the. 1 de~ . 
tube to obtain consistent results. 
In the accompanying t able the values reported in 
the literature as well as the results obtained have 
which 
been l isted. Rultng o'.lt'i the values 1n"ether was the 
solvent~ it is seen that the specific rotation of 
cholesterol ranges from 0 -~B .l to -39.'7 As stated by 
Ande.rson {1) the optical ro:tation varies with the sol-
vent and the source. of . th~ material . Therefore, these 
values are rela.tive rather than absolute. It is 
interesting to note that the specif:tc rotation of 
ergosterol is 
- 20-
Table IV. 
Optical Rotation of Choleste·rol. 
Observ r Source I .P. Solvent Sp . Rot. 
Hesse ether - 31.1° 
Anderson Beet Blood Plasma 149.0°C. " - 31. 46 
" " 
It tt It 
- 31. 60 
Hammarsten ft - 31.12 
Buri8ll .. - 29 . 92 
Hunts in er Gall Stones 146 .5 tt - 30 .0 
" " " 
tt 
- 30 . 0 
" Pfanstiehl 149 .0 It - 32 . 5 
Hesse CHCl3 - 36 . 61 
Anderson Beef Blood Pl asma 149 .0 " - 39 .52 
" Dog Blood Plasma 150-1 
tt 
- 38 .11 
n 
" " 
tt tt 
- 38 . 22 
" Commercial 150-1 " - 39 .'72 
" " 
It 
- 39 .63 
Huntsinger Gall Stones 146 .5 n - 38 .5 
It It tt 146.0 " -3 .5 
" 
Pfanstiehl 149 .0 " - 38 .2 
Shr iner 149- 50 " -39 .2 
Bills 148.0 CC14 - 38 .4 
Huntsinger Pfanstiehl 149.0 It - 3 .s 
okes Cod Li ver Oil lr.i8.5 -39 . 2 
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There are v rious method·s for the d.et el~ination 
of the iodine number of an unsaturat ed organic com-
pound. The · ijs method ('7? ) utilizes iodine mono-
chloride in glaci al acetic acid. 'In Hanus' solution 
(33) lodlu~ ls dissolved in glacial a.cetic acid and a 
few c.c. of bromine are added. The Hiibl procedure 
(36) requires t wo solutions: (a) iodine in alcohol, 
and (b) mercuric chloride in alcohol. Equal parts of 
(a) and (b) are mixed 12 hours before using. 
MacLean and Thomas (41) investigated the use of 
ijs and Hiibl methods on a wide range of subs.tances 
and concluded that the acid present in the ~ i:tf.s 
solution acted in certain eases as an enol i sing a gent, 
that is it favored the change from the ketonic to t h 
enolic form. ~nis is based on the assumption that 
cholest erol r epresents an equilibrium of two tautomeric 
forms, an "enoltt and a "keto " . 'lhey found that the 
acid pr(~sent acted as an enolising a gent on carbonyl 
compounds and the addition of halogen could then take 
place . Where such substitution occurs the iodine 
numbers vary '!; i thin wide limits~ depending on such 
factors as the time of cont act, t he proportions of the 
reacting substances and temperature. Since the Hubl 
reagent is neutral there is lit t le or no enolising 
action when this reagent is used. 
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Table v. 
Comparison of Iodine Humber~ of Sterols using 
lfubl and Yf1js .Proeedures. 
Observer 
Lewkowitseh 
erner 
MacLean & Thomas 
" 
" 
Holde 
Huntsinger 
Date 
1892 
1911 
1921 
~925 
1929 
Sterol 
Cholesterol 
Chole•terol 
Cholesterol 
Cholesterol 
Ergosterol 
Ergosterol 
Hubl 
6'1·68 
75- 0 
'12.8 
72.1 
207.2 
17'1.1 
~ ije 
135 
1 45 . 7 
164 . 3 
339 . 5 
3 37 • .._ 
BrassioastB:r-01. 118. 6 28 . <:) 
Cholesterol 
Cholesterol 
73-77 
'12-77 
135 
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llaeLean and Thomas (41) used a standa~d reaction 
tillie of 24 hours, whePeas in practice only one half' to 
I two hours are requiredlfor the ije procedure. '!'his 
I 
accounts for the high iodine values they obtained using 
this method. 
The Hanus 1 solution contains acetic acid and is, 
therefore, open to the same criticism as the ijs 
reagent. The Hanus method is used to a great extent 
in determining the degree of unsa·curation of tats. 
Where the temperature, time of contact and amount of 
halogen are well controlled, it is an easy, us':tful 
procedure. 
From the following table it 1ill be seen that 
consistent results were .not obtained with either the 
Hanus or the Hubi solution. Uaing the Hanus method 
the iodine values ranged from 54 .7 to 115.5 depending 
on the t ime of contact. The presence of. t he · acetic 
acid favors substitution thus yielding iodine numbers 
higher than the theoretical v.alue for cholesterol. 
With the Hubl solution the values obtained in mi cro-
determinations were lower than the theoretical iodine 
number; while in macro-determinations the values were 
higher, ranging from ~'"!2 . 3 to '7?. 3 When ethyl 
acetate was used as a solvent for Hiibl reagents still 
higher results ~ere obtained. The controlling ractor 
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for both solutions seems to be the t:tme of conta ct 
bet.ween t he unsaturated compo·und and the htdogen 
s olution. 
!"able VI . 
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Table VI. 
Compal'ison of Hanus and Hubl Iodi.ne llumbel' liethods. 
Cholesterol Method Halogen Time Thio. Iodine 
·(grams) Solvent Humber 
. 0100 Hanus acetic acid 30 min . lJ/100 76.5 
. 0100 " " 
ft 30 " 
tt 7 7 . 7 
• 0100 HUbl alcohol 2 hrs • " 5·1.0 
. 0100 tl " 2 " 
n 58 . 6 
. 2303 . Hanus acetic acid 30 min • •110 55. 3 
. 2295 tl It tt 30 " 
fl 54 . 7 
. 3365 It 
" 
n 1 hr. It 61 . 7 
. 2244 " " 
n 1 tt tt 64 . 2 
.2179 tt tt tt. 1 " " 95. 4 
. 2185 " " 
n 1 n rt 95. 2 
. 2053 II It n 2 It tt 6 9 . 6 
. 2215 lt n tt 3 tt 114 . 2' 
. 2141 It fl it 3 n rr 115. 5 
. 2438 Rti.bl alcohol 3 n 72 •. 3 
. 2434 " 
tt 3 ' t fl ..,2~f.\ 
. 2497 It 
" 
3 u 
" 75. 3 
. 2611 n lf 3 n r/r/ •. 3 
. 2511 tt ethyl a cetate 3 tt !t 9 3 . 6 
. 2218 
" " 
n 3 tt rt 9 4 . 3 
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In checking t he various met hods experimenta lly 
it seemed t h a t one quite often obt a ined inconsisten t 
re sults. After varying such factors as time of eon-
tact, concentration of reagent, solvent for halogen 
and temperature one is f orced t o conclude that there 
mus t be a better method for determining the degree of 
u:asatura tion of an organic compound than by using 
iodine. All investigators agree tha t the t:lme interva l 
is quite an i mportant factor. As llontignie .(51) 
s t ates "the iodine number varies according t o the tim0 
of contact from 64.'7 in 2~ hours to 82.6 in 50 hour s.; 
compl ex i odine derivatives are formed". The data 
correlated in Table VII beai•s out this statement. 
Table VII. 
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Table Vll . 
iodine umbers of CholestE\:rol using Different 
. 
Solvents for the Halogen. 
Cholesterol Solvent Time Thio Iodine 
(grams) llt.m1be:r 
. 2455 aleohol 2 h~s. 1/4 58 .• 3 
. 2914 . tt 3 " " 59 . 2 
. 2300 " 4 " 
n 72. 3 
.2342 n 4 /2 64. 2 
. 2330 4 " '74 . 9 
. 2326 ft 6 " tt 64. 8 
. 2930 tt 22 lt tl 87 . 8 
. 216'7 CC14 1 " 11/10 104 . 0 
. 2193 tt 1 tt 
" 104. 8 
.2043 fl 2 " 
n 117.8 
. 2165 (! 3 tt It 123. 2 
.2303 ace tie a cid 30 min . ... 55. 3 
. 2295 tt " 30 
tt ft 54.7 
. 3365 " 
!'f 1 hr. u 61 . 7 
. 2244 tt tt 1 tt n 64. 2 
• 2053 n n 2 hrs • " 69.6 
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In 1923 Rosemnnnd and Kuhnhenn (62) published a 
method for the estimation of the halogen value using 
a new reagent, namely pyridine-sulphate-dibromide. 
This was proven to bea~ild halogenation agent, bring-
ing about only slight ·substitution and oxidation. The 
excess of halogen is kept between 25 t p 40% of the 
theoretical requirement. In this method the substance 
is d:i.asolved in chloroform, 20 c.c. of the reagent 
added and,after mixing,is allowed to stand 5 minutes , 
at the end of which time potassium iodide solution is 
added and it is titrated wl th sodium thiosulphate 
sol ution using starch as the indicatoi~. 
One year later Margosches and associates (43) 
proposed a rapid method which dispensed ith the fat 
solvent and potassium iodide solution. The reagents 
they used were iodine, alcohol, water and aodium thio-
sulphate. In the procedure the substance is disso.lved 
in ·alcohol and 20 e.e. of a 0.2 B iodine solution 
are added and shaken, followed by the addition of 200 
e.c. of distilled water. After standing 3 to 5 
minutes the excess of iodine is titrated with sodium 
thiosulphate solution. Their results agree with those 
in hich the Hubl method was used. 
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Gravimetric methods for the determination of the 
bromine number have been reported in the literature by 
Hehner (34), Biazzo {7) and by· Sa.ba.li tsel'o...ka. and Dutrieh 
(63). Volumetric methods , however , have the advantages 
of being more rapid, less involved and as aeaurate. 
The bGst known of the volumetric methods are those of 
e Ilhiney '( 48) and Dam ( 22) • 
me-IA~>d.. 
Investigation of the bromine · number /\of cllhiney 
showed it to be very cumbersome. A sample (0.2500 to 
1. oooo g .) is dissolved in 10 e. e. of carbon tetra .. 
chloride in a 500 e.e. stoppered bottle and an excess 
or N/ 3 solution of bromine i n carbon tetrachloride is 
added. After a few minutes the bottle is placed in 
the refrigerator so that a partial vacuum is produced 
by the condensation o:f vapors. A piece or rubber 
tubing is now slipped over the neck of the bottle so· as 
to form a well around the stopper ·. The well ia filled 
with water , which is sucked into the bottle when the 
stopper is carefully l,ifted. Twenty-five c.c. of water 
are introduced into the bottle, its contents are well 
shaken to effect absorption of the HBr and 10 to 20 e.c. 
of a 20% solution of potass i um iodide and Rbn,.,t "!5 e. e. 
more water are added. fhe iodine Iib ere.ted by the 
excess of bromine is measured by titration with standard 
thiosulphate solution and calculated to brom1.ne . The 
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total amount of bromine added having been ascertained 
similarly in a blank test, the difference between the 
two corresponds .to the total bromine absorption. rrhis 
is calculated to units per cent of the sample taken. 
The contents of the bottle are next transferred to a 
separa to~y funnel, the aqueous solution is separated 
and filtered. ~e free ac id is determined as HBr 
by titration vith 1'/10 alkali, using methyl orange as 
the indicator. 'I'he bromine calcul•t~d from the HBr 
and expressed in per cent of the sample gives the 
bromine substitution value. Twice this number sub-
tracted from the tot.al bromine absorption gives t h e 
bromlne addition number. 
Total absorption is due to addition and subst -
tution. To obtain the true bromine value one must 
subtract from the total bromine absorbed the ' bromine 
absorbed due to substitution. 
Dam's reagent (22) is the pyridine-sulphate- . 
dibromide described by Rosenmund and Kuhnhenn {62). 
The reagent consists of 8 grams of pyridine, 10 grnms 
of coneentrated sulphuric acid s.nd 8 grams of bromine 
in glacial acetic acid made to one liter. In this 
method the substance is dissolved in chloroform, 20 e.e. 
of the above reagent a1~e added, and af'ter mi.xing,. it is 
allO\ved to stand for five minutes. At the end of that 
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time , potassium iodide solution is added and it is 
titrated with sodium thiosulphs.te solution. 
Copping (19) reported the ·i odine numbers or some 
sterols using Dam's method (22) .. She found the method 
"tl .. us t worthy" for samples of 0:.025 g . or less, provided 
that a suitable excess of reagent was used. This ls 
an interesting article since she states that vhere 
there is only one double bond the time of contact with 
the reagent does not seem to be of great importance·. 
Sone of the values reported are: 
Sterol # Doubl e Bonds Iodine Number 
Cholesterol 1 65. 1 
!t 1 65. 3 
tt 1 67 . 1 
Phytosterol 1 66 . 5 
" 
1 '70.0 
Sitosterol 1 70 . 5 
Stigmasterol 2 102. 6 
tt 2 126. 0 
Ergosterol 3 (or 4 ) .289 . 0 
rt 268 ., 4 
rt 264 . 0 
tt 28 2 . 0 
2 93 . 0 
In summar· zing, Copping (19) s tates that the high 
lodine value of ergoster ol is probably due t o substi -
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tution and not to the presence of. a :fourth double bond. 
The :following data were obtained using the 
!cllhiney method on purified commerci.a.l cholesterol. 
Table VIII. 
Bromine Number of Cholesterol using cllhiney ethod. 
Time of C'ont ct Bromine Number Iodine }(umber 
5 min. 32.7 51.8 
10 
" 
39.'7 63.0 
15 t'l 40.2 63 . 8 
20 n 41.3 65.6 
30 " 40.'7 64.6 
1 hr. 40.2 63.8 
2 hrs. 40. 8 64.8 
3 " 40.3 64.1 
In only one instance did I obtain the theoretical 
calculated iodine number. The method did net seem 
very satisfactor-y and it was assumed that th~ !ow 
values obtained wer~ traceable to the step involving 
t he transference of the contents of the bottle to, a 
separatory funnel .and subsequent filtration. Although 
quantitative technique was eare:fully observed this step 
doubtless was the ~inherent error~ o~ the procedure. 
especlally since in the calculation the HBr titration 
value is multiplied by two. Thus, any error involved 
is t ':iofold. The neoesslty of some measure of the 
substitution involved. wes evident and the procedure 
soon to be desori;bed was evolved .from careful analysis 
of the methods already in use. 
After much experi.mental work in detel"ll1ining the 
ef'reet of time of eon-tact , :temperatur-e, . concentrations 
of reacting substances m suitable solvents, as well as 
variations in procedures and indicators the follo ing 
method was evolved • . 
The solutions necessary for the preoedure are: 
1) H/9 Bromine tn CCl4 (3 c.e • . Bromine per liter) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
20~ KI (made fresh daily) 
N/10 sodium thiosulphate solution (25 g • . per Liter) 
N/10 BaOH (which is diluted to BjlOO as necessary) 
St~ch solution (made fresh daily) . 
Alcoholic solution of tetrabromphenolsulphonephthalein. 
7 ) Standard K2CR2o7 solution. (3. 6633 g. per liter) 
1 c.c. , of ·this solution is equal to 0.01 g . iodine 
A sample of cholesterol (usually 0.2000 to 0 .2500g.) 
is dissolved in 10 c.e. -CC14 in a 500 e.~. Erlenmeyer 
f'lask, : 20 e .• c. , bromi ne sol uti on added and the flask is 
tightly stoppered with a rubber stopper, , which has been 
moistened with KI solution thus preventinp: the lo""s ot 
bromine fumes. The flask is then placed in the dark for 
twenty m:1.nutes at the end of which time 5 e.c. of 20% 
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potassiu.m iodide so1ution are added and the contents 
aro titrated •ith B/10 sodium thiosulphate solution 
using stareh ts the indica tor. Any HBr formed is 
determined by ti t1•ation with N/100 NaOH using tetra-
bromphenolsulphonephthalein as the indicator. 
are run at the same time as the tests. 
To determine the value of the thiosulphate 
sol ution one makes use of a standard dichromate 
Controls 
solution whose value in terms of iodine has been pre-
determined. Taking 10 c.c. of the standard dichl'omate 
so_ution, 2 c.c . of 20% Kl and 2 e.c .• concentrated 
hydrochlorlc acid and titrating with sodium thiosnlpkate 
soJ.ut:lon one obtains the value of the thio in terme of 
dlchrornate, --- in terms of iodine. 'Ihis volumetric 
estimation was checked by direct gravinretrie deter-
m1nation of the value of the thiosulphate in terms of 
iodine . 
The ealcuJ.ation is not very involved. 
e.e. thio used by control 
- e.e. th1o used by test 
titration difference 
titration di:f'.ference 
- a_9idity 
c . c. thio 
~eidity or test 
- acidity of control 
acidity due to HBr 
X 2 
e.c!dity 
c. c. th1o x ve.l ue or thio in terms of B~ x 100 : 
we,_ght of sample ln grams 
Bromlne Number 
• 
'fo d.eter!!line the value of the thiosulphat_e in 
' terms of bromine: 
10 e.c. dichromate solution is equal to 0.10 g . lodine 
Therefore, 0 .10 valuE~ of thio in terms of I2 C:c. triio 
This value multiplied by 79 . 9 gives the value of' the 
126.9 
thio -tn terms of bromine, · 
The theoretical hnlogen values for cholesterol are 
calcul ated as shown 1.ere: 
100 Iodine Namb e _ 
mol• wt. cholesterol x at. ·wt. iodine X 2 = of Cholesterol 
100 ?5~ 8 386 X "' .5. = 65.7 Theoretica l iodine number of 
cholesterol. 
= 41 . 4 Theoretical bromine numbAr of 
cholesterol. 
Experireentnl data .are presented to sho'l the 
evolution of the method. From the data .in Table XII 
it v1otlld seem that the BBr formed is due to substi-
tut1on. To convert values obtained to the correspond-
ing iodine number the accompanying graph was usefUl.~ 
Table IX. 
Brom,.ne lltunb~rs or Cholesterol using Dif'f'erent Indicators 
in titr.atlng the BBr .formed. 
Bromine Time Thio Indieator Bromine 
Solution (min) 1fumber 
20 c . c. lf/3 15 W/4 Bromuhenol blue 33 .9 
20 c.c . 15 .. Phenol t-ed 44 . 2 
20 15 ... Methyl red 41 . 3 
20 20 ft Phenolphthalein 39. 6 
20 15 tt n 43 . 6 
20 15 ft It 43. 4 
20 15 ft tt 45. 4 
20 15 tt It 40 . 3 
20 15 tt It 37 . 5 
20 5 tt Methyl orange 32. ? 
20 10 It " " 3 9 . 7 
20 15 " "· 
tt 40 . 2 
20 20 " tl It 41 . 3 
20 30 " " 
.. 40 . 7 
10 10 •f lO " lt 40 . 4 
10 15 " 
tt 
" 40 . 0 
10 15 " " " 40 . 2 
10 80 
" 
n fi 39 . 9 
10 30 tt " ft 41. 1 
20 c .c. 11/9 20 u tt n 41.2 
20 ?,0 n n tt 41.2 
Table x. 
Bromine :lumbers of Cholesterol varying the Time Faotor . 
Bromine Time T.h.io Indieator Bromine 
Solution (min) umber 
20 c. c. !f/3 5 •14 Methyl orange 32.7 
20 10 It " 
.. 39.7 
20 15 It .. 40.2 
20 20 1t it rt 41 .:3 
20 -z.o tl n ft 40. 7 
10 10 11/10 
,, n 40 . 4 
10 15 t r It 40.0 
10 15 It n n 40.2 
10 20 n n " 39 . 9 
10 30 It fl " 41 .1 
20 30 tt It It 39 . 7 
20 30 It n " 40 .7 
20 20 II tl tt 40. 6 
20 20 ft .tt tt 40 . 3 
20 c.e. 1/9 20 tt It " 41.2 
20 20 II II tt 41.2 
~0 ~0 " Tetra brom---etc. 41 . 3 
20 20 tt " tl It 41. 4 
20 20 11 1f lt n 41. 4 
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~able XI . 
Bromine !lumbers of Cholesterol varying the Temp l'ature . 
Bromine 'l'i me Temperature Thio l'Omlne 
e l ution (min) umber 
20 c . c . .ll/ 3 10 Room /4 39 . 7 
20 15 Room 'It 40 . 2 
20 20 Room .. 41 . 3 
20 7 2 " 30 ml n . 'It 40.2 
then i ee 
20 7 5 It tt It 
" 39 . 2 
20 123 " " 
It It 40 . 8 
2 0 160 It It tt tt 4 0 . 3 
1 0 30 Room li/10 41 .1 
20 39 " 40 . 7 
20 20 tf n 40.6 
10 20 Be.fr1garator '" 38 . 9 
10 20 " " 40.6 
20 40 Room 20 mln " 40 . 4 l ee 20 min. 
20 c. e . U/ 20 Room 'It 41 . 2 
20 80 it 
" 41 . 3 
20 20 It ft 1 . 4 
20 20 It tt 41.4 
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Tabl e XII. 
Bromine lfumbers of Purified Commercial Cholesterol. 
Calculated as Substitution 
41 . 1 
40.9 
41 . 1 
41 . 1 
40 . 4 
4 0 . 9 
40 . 6 
39 . 5 
43. 1 
41.5 
40 . 8 
41 . 8 
'11 . 9 
41 .8 
40. 9 
41 .. 6 
41 . 2 
41.6 
41 . 3 
41 . 2 
41.8 Aver~ge 
41.4 41 . 4· 
Calculated ae Ac1d1ty 
42. 2 
42. 0 
42. 0 
42.0 
41.5 
42. 4 
42. 7 
42.0 
44.2 
42. 3 
42. 6 
43. 1 
42. 6 
43.3 
42 . 6 
4~.1 
42 . 2 
42. 8 
42.5 
42 .3 
43 . 0 a v er age 
42 . 0 42.5 
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From the data correlated in Table XIII it would 
seem that t he Huntsinger met hod for the determinat i on 
of the bromine number of an unsaturated compound is 
superior to other methods inasmuch as it offers a 
comparatively simple, accurate and eft'ioient procedure. 
Table XIII. 
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Table XIII. 
Comparison or the Huntsinger method with Da.m1 e method. 
Substance II.P. Dam's 
Dtmns. 
Cholesterol 148.5°0. 5 
" 149.0 14 
" 
146.5 12 
.. _ 148.5 4 
" 
149.0 6 
Oledc aeid 4 
Theoretical Bromine Bumbers: 
Cholesterol 41.4 
Oleic Acid 56.5 
llethod Huntsinger Method 
Average Dtmne. Average 
43.4 7 41.3 
42.1 12 41.'7 
43.0 8 41.4 
41.5 1~ 41 .'7 
42.8 6 41.5 
5'7. '7 5 56.6 
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Cholesterol is an i mportant constituent of bile, 
its concent ration depending upon the source. The 
most concentrated of all biles is obta1ned. from t he 
gall bladder. Some data on the cholesterol concen-
tration of gall bladder bile from normal subjects has 
been reported in the literature 1 but tor the most part 
the material was obtained from pathological cases at 
operation or post mortem. 
!formal Gall Bladder Bile. 
Date Observer Method # ot •gm.% Maxi-
1913 
1913 
1924 
Mciee Gravimetric 
Czyhlarz Colorimetric 
Fox Gravimetric 
cases 
1 
3 
3 
160 
5.20 
550 
mum 
700 
910 
)(ini-
m~ 
250 
290 
~rom the • bove data it can be seen that values 
tor the cholesterol concentration or normal gall blad-
der bile range from 160 to 910 mgm. per cent. Fox (27) 
who has investigated the composition of human bile 
reported an average cholesterol value or 550 mgm.% 
from three normal gall bladders. This is in good 
average agreement with the three cases reported by 
Czyhlarz (21) • 
·In a study of the following table it will be seen 
that the cholesterol concentration of gall bladder bile 
from 105 pathological cases varied from 10 to 1300 mgm. 
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per cent. The average values .reng'4 f'rom 280 to 530 
mgm.; the average of' all being 374 mgm. per cent. 
Abnormal Gall Bladder Bile. 
Date ObserYer 
1912 Peirce 
1913 C&yhlarz 
1920 Griga*t 
1920 Bathan 
1924 Pox 
Jlethod I ot 
cases 
Gravimetric 23 
Colorimetric 9 
Colorimetric 4 . 
Colorimetric 44 
Gravimetric 8 
1934 Huntsinger Colorimetric 17 
Jlgm. Jlaxi- Mini-
'f, mum mum 
280 1300 
530 1000 
400 810 
330 1070 
. 350 920 
354 1~.6 
1.0 
200 
210 
60 
40 
fl7 
Fistula bile is usually lese concentrated than 
either duodenal or gall bladder bile. Values reeor4ed 
in the literature are listed in the following table. 
Of the 132 eases reported by the seven observers the 
average value was 50 mgm. per cent. However, it is 
hardly fair to aYerage the findings inasmuch as there 
is such an individual variation in patients. 
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Cholesterol C.oncentration of' Pi~tula Bile. 
De.te Observer .Method I or • gm. •xi ... Jlini-
c.ase.s % mum mum 
1910 Bacmeister Gravimetric 32 43 110 4 
1913 Czyhlarz Colorimetric 7 50 150 20 
1914 Rothschild C'olor-imetric 8 95 130 70 
1920 Kathan Colorimetric 44 56 BO 30 
1924 Wilensky Colorimetric 20 35 90 30 
1924 Pox Gravimetric 2 42 47 36 
1934 Huntsinger Colorimetric 16 30 144 8 
In a few cases determinations or the cholesterol 
concentration or bile from all three sources were 
made. This dita is tabulated in Table XIV whiCh 
follows. 
fable XIV. 
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Table XIV.. 
Cholesterol Coneentrat.ions of Gall Bladder Bile, 
Fistula Bile and Duodenal Bile from the same person, 
Sub .. 
jeet 
ll.L. 
K 
R 
.It. 
" 
B.D. 
tt 
li 
.. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
.s. 
A. ·• 
C.R. 
Jri . ·G. 
P. 
s •• 
Duodenal 
Bile 
(Pre-op.} 
27.3 
67.8 
34.1 
Trace 
16.5 
40.0 
54.8 
Gall 
Bladder 
Bile 
88.5 
749.0 
139.5 
973.0 
249.0 
618.0 
224.0 
57.1 
57.7 
Fistula 
Bile 
Trace 
43.3 
15.7 
38.0 
3 9 .1 
19 .5 
17.8 
8 .0 
20.1 
26.7 
29 .1 
36.0 
19.1 
Tra·ce 
.Duodenal 
Bile 
(Post-op.) 
14.0 
Trace 
10.7 
16.4 
23.6 
Trace 
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t'he cholesterol concentr-ation of duodenal bile 
varies. The accepted minimum normal h~~ 30 mgm• per 
cent. (44). In correlating 19.2 cases on whom both 
bile and blood cholesterol concentrations had been 
determined the minimum normal was round to be 30.5 
mgm. per cent. 
Cholesterol Concentration or Duodenal Bile, 
Jlorma.l 
Abnol"JJI&l 
I ot 
C:tses 
'13 
119 
Average 
mgm, % 
76.3 
33.7 
Ma:dJDUia Jl1 1JDum 
262.6 
100.6 
30.5 
!'race 
In the above cases the normalcy was not based 
solel7 upon the amount of cholesterol in the b1.le, but 
also upon the other biliary constituents such as bile 
acids and bile pigments. .In each case the diagnosis 
based on complete history , physical examination and 
la.boratory findings was the determining factor, 
fhe :raelati ve amoUn:ts ·Of cholesterol pl"esent in 
bile from the th!"ee sou:races is shown j_n the following 
table. 
Table XV. 
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Table XV. 
Cholesterol Concentration of Gall Bladder Bile, 
Fistula Bile and .Duodenal Bile. 
Source # ot' Average Maximum Jlinimum 
eases mgm.~ 
Gall Bladder 17 354.0 1116.0 5'7 .1 
Pistula 16 30.0 144.3 8~0 
Duodenal: 
•ol'"Dl8.1 73 76.3 262.6 30.5 
Abnormal 119 33.7 100.6 Trace 
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lhere are various methods f'or the determ_nation. 
of cholesterol in bile. They tall into two classes 
gravimetric and colo:rimetric. One gra.Yimetric method 
depends upon the saponification ot an alcohol-ether 
extract af bile and the subsequent extraction or the 
·cholesterol with a suitable solTent; i.e.,. petroleum 
e ther, eh l or of orm or ea rbontetrachloride ( 46). Another 
procedure la . t he well-known digitonin method ot 
indaus (80), which wi ll be described later. 
The colorimetric method of McClure and Huntsinger 
( 44 } is simple and aeeurate. Briefly, 10 c.c. or 
bile are added to 50 c.c. of alcohol-ether-chlorof'orm 
mixture in a 100 c.c. graduated, glass-stoprered 
cylinder. ~o this are added 5 c.c. or a 4% potassium 
permanganate solution, which oxidizes. the organic 
mat.ter. Addition ot 10 gPams of' potassi um metabi-
sulphite takes care or any excess permanganate. Any 
water present is removed by the .a.ddit!on of 12 grama 
of anhydrous sodium sulphate. After .filtering, 15 c.c. 
aliquots are taken and eva.porated just to dr-yness on 
the steam bath. The dry residue is extr.acted three 
times with hot chlorof'orm, filtered and made up to a 
volume of' 10 c .c.. in a graduate(!, glas.s-atoppered 
cylinder. Five e.e. ot this are, taken for colori-
metric estimation by the Liebermann-Burehal'"d l!tethod. 
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Standard. 
5 c.c. Cholesterol standard 
.( 1 mgm .• ) 
2 c.e. Acetic anhydride 
0.1 .c.c. H2so4 
Test 
5 c.c. CB013 extract 
2 c.c. Acetic anhydride 
The standard and tests are then placed in .the dark for 
thirty minutes, at the end of which time the rrreen 
color is matched in the Dlboseq colorimeter, setting 
the standard at 10. 
Calculationt 
1 65 100 R 0 x 1 x 15 x lO = mgm. cholesterol per 100 c.c. 
Deulofen and Bav:to (24) !leported a colorimetric 
method in which they mixed 2 e.c. of bile with 5 grams 
of dental plaster and added 0.3 c.c. or 30~ sodium 
hydroxide .. ·This was dried at 110° c., pulverized, 
extracted with ether- anc. the cholesterol quant.itated 
b~ the L1ebermann-Burchard method, described above. 
In sn attempt to determine the bromine number o~ 
cholesterol extracted from b'ile an alcohol-ether 
extract of. bile was prepared using the ratio ot 20 c.c. 
of bile to 80 c.c .• or a 3:1 alcohol-ether mixture. 
After filterillg, the ext:r-aet was saponified with 5 c.c. 
saturated sodium hydroxide solution and evaporated to 
dryness. The residue was acidified ·ith 25% hydro-
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ehloric acid and extracted three times with hot 
benzene. The benzene fraction was evaporated just to 
dr)lless and the lipids extracted with petroleum ethel' 
(46). The solvent was evaporated, 10 e .• c. of alcohol 
added and it was resaponified. 1'h.1.s residue was 
white, and from it the cholesterol was extracted with 
chloroform and filtered into a eighed El-lenmeyer 
flask, observing quantitative technique. After the 
chloroform had evaporated off,. the fles k and contents 
were weighec to constant weight. 
The cholesterol obtntned by the above procedure 
WRB white, crystalline. and to all outward appearances 
purs. The b1~omine number we:s determined by a micr·o-
method essentially the same es the cacro•method pre• 
v;tously described. The cholesterol was dissolved in 
5 c.c. of carbon tetrachloride, 3 c.e. of bromine 
solution added, stoppered and placed in the dark for 
ten minutes. At the end of that time 1 c.c. of 20~ 
potassium idd1de solution was added and the contents 
titrated with lf/100 thiosu.J.phate using starch as the 
An.y ac::tdity formed was titrated with 
I/100 sodium hydroxide using tetrabromphenolsulphon•• 
phthalein as the indicator. 
'!'he bromine nu..Tnher of cholesterol obtained from 
ten specimens of duodenal bile .from two ·normal sub-
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jects varied between 24.3 and 37.2 with 29.2 as the 
average value. Obviously, the eholesterol as obtained 
by the method outlined· was impure. 
Investigators .agree that a c·omparison of the 
relative cholesterol concentrations in fistula and 
gall bladder bile supports the view that the eoneen-
trati"n of b11e is one of t he i mportant functions o:f 
the gall ble.dder. 
From the datn pr~sented it ill be seen that bile 
contains varying amounts of cholesterol depending upon 
the source. On a sub,1eet whose gall bladdet- was 
observed at operation to have been no~~l, the pre-
operativs duod.enal bile eonta .ined 67 . 8 mgm. per cent 
cholesterol a s compared with 15.7 mgm. % in the fistula 
bile. Unf'ortu."'lately, the cholesterol concentr.ation 
of the gall bla·dder bile was not deterrr..ined. In 
general, how.yer, gall bladder bile was found to be 
very concentrated, its concentration varying from 
57 to 1116 mgm. per cent in the 1'7 eases investigated. 
The average value ftas 354 mgm. per cent. Due to the 
high pigment concentration it is next to i mpossible 
to extract sufficient cholesterol from this source to 
determi ne phy::rieal constants. 
Duodenal bile contains an ave,rage of 35 to 7 5 
:ng:n. per cent cholesterol. This average value is based 
-- -. - - ·- -·· ···· - - - - ·· : ... -:- . \ ~ .. -::-
-
.. . - --- - 1,0. .. 
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upon manydeterminations made on normal subjects. An 
nttempt was made to correlate the bile and blood 
cholesterol of 192 eases. From the data tabulated it 
wi.ll be seen that there is no direct relationship 
between blood cholesterol cont ent and the e.mount ex-
cr&ted in the bile. This is in agreement with the 
work of Stern (68) who concluded that there was no 
reason for thinking that by administration of acid or 
cholesterol a •.coagulation of cholesterol can be 
evidenced to a d$gree adequate to cause the formation 
of gall stones. 
ellaster (49) using dogs aa the exp~r1!!!enta:1 
animal investigated the influence of diet upon the 
. 
output of cholesterol in the bile. Be :round that 
(1) a diet rich in·. cholesterol caused an increase in 
the choleste-rol content of bi.le; (2) an increase in 
total food intake resUlted in a lesser increase in bile 
cholesterol; and (3) that in the fasting dog the bile 
cholesterol decreased. Be noted that there were day 
to day variations in the cholesterol concentration or 
each dog, whereas the pigment concentration remained 
much more constant. 
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T.h.ere is an a:bundant literature on mathods for 
the det rm1nnt on o~ chol esterol in blood. One of 
the earlier procedures is that described by indaus 
(80 ) and outlined briefly here. T!ie chol~sterol-
containing substance is extracted with 50 c.e. of 
95% alcohol, and the tre e cholesterol is pree1pttata• 
by the addition of a 1~ solution ot, digitoni n in 90% 
a l cohol. After &llowing it to stand for several 
hours , it is filt~red through a weighed Gooch crucible, 
0 
washed u1. th cold aleoho1,ether , dried at 100 C., and 
~elghed •. The weight multi plied b y the factor 0 . 2431 
gives t he waight of chol esterol in the moni!t of solu-
t1.on taken. To det ernli.ns total cholcst,erol it is 
nP.cess ry to saponH'y w~. th sodb1m hydroxide. 
The cholesterol esters may be quant i tated by the 
procedure described by 1nnda.us ( 80) . The f'iltrate 
from the above is concentrated, water and pAt:roleum 
ether are added, and the mixture is shaken.. This 
di ssolves ont the cholesterol esters, fats and lipids 
and. leaves the digitonin in solution. 'I'hia is 
separated, the cholosterol est rs saponified, preci-
pltated with digitonin , · e.nd the Pemainder of the 
proc dur~~ ce.rried out aa described above. 'lhis gives 
the eholest .rol freed from combinat1.on as es t er . A 
correction of 0 . 0016 gm . per 10 c..e. of solution is 
added to the weight of digitonin cholesteride before 
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it is multi plled by the factor 0.2431 This allo s 
for loss of material due to solubility in the mother 
liquor. Mueller {52) in repeating indaus' method 
concluded that the amount of digitonin cholesteride 
lost in washing was inconsequential. 
A procedure still in use by some investigators is 
that of yers and ~ardell (54), This method is based 
u pon drying the blood by mixing it ith plaste r of 
paris , refluxing with chloroform to extract the chole-
sterol and subsequently using colorimetric methods for 
the quantitation of the amount of cholesterol in the 
sample taken. ~owever, this procedure has the disad-
vantages of b~ing time-consuming as ell as requiring 
a spee1.al preparatlon of material . 
In l !=l l6, Bloor published methods for the separate 
determ:i.nation of cholesterol and cholesterol esters in 
small amounts of blood (10,11). !a adapted indaus' 
method for use on the alcohol-ether extracts of blood. 
Free cholesterol is determi ned gravimetrically (10) by 
precipitating the cholesterol with digitonin. Ten 
c.e. of alcohol-ether extract a r e used for each detGr-
mi nation. For the estimation of the cholesterol in 
combination as ester, it was found advisable to use 
20 c. c. extract . Cholesterol is precipitrated 
1 c.c. of a 1~ solution of digitoni n in alcohol. 
ith 
It 
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is then eYaporated to dryness on the electric stove 
and the dried residue extracted several t:imes ith 
petroleum ether, hich dissolves ou t the cholesterol 
esters. The combined extracts are evaporated to dry-
ness and the esters taken up with chloroform. These 
ehloro:!'orm extracts are made up to a volume of 5 c.c. 
and t he cholesterol determined eolorimetrically. 
A method published by Bloor in 1922 receives the 
most general usage. Th.. s is the method that wa.s 
chosen for use in estimating the cholesterol content 
of whole blood and blood plasma. An alcohol-ether 
extract of blood is made (14). Aliquot portions (10 
c.c.) of the extract are taken for each determination. 
Saponification is effected by the addition of 0.1 c.c. 
of concentrated sodium hydroxide, made from metallic 
sodium. The mixture is t hen eTaporated on the steam 
bath until only a few drops remain. The alkali is . 
t hen partially neutralized by the addition or 0.1 c.c. 
of 25% sulphuric acid and the liquid well mixed and 
distributed over the bottom of the beaker. It is then 
evaporated just to dryness. 
After cooling, 10 e.c. of redistilled chloroform 
are added t o each beaker, al lo ing the contents to 
stand for a minimum of teq minutes to insure complete 
extracti on. f'he chloroform extract is then poured 
through a small filter into another small beaker and 
the extraction repeated twice. The combined ehloro-
form extracts are then evaporated to a volume of 2 to 
3 c.c., quantitatively transferred to a ten c.c. glass 
stoppered, graduated cylinder and made up to a volume 
of 5 c.c. with chloroform washings. 
The cholesterol i.s t hen estimated colorimetrieally 
by use of the Liebermann-Burehard reaction.,. which is 
as fol l o Ms ; to the contents of the cylinder are added 
2 e.c. acetic anhydride and 0.1 c.c. concentrated 
sulphuric acid. The cylinder is st:oppered, its con.:. 
tents well mixed and it is then placed in th.e dark for 
thirty minutes. at the end of that ·time it is com-
pared with a. standard in the Duboseq colorimeter. The 
standard solution contains 1 mgm. cholesterol per 5 
c.c. 
Bloor's method is advantageous in that it may be 
applied to the same alcohol-ether extract of blood as 
is used for the other li pid determinations. 
In 1925 Sackett (64) published a modification of 
Bloor's method (14).,. The advantages he claimed are 
t hat it required less alcohol and ether, less blood 
and less time 1_n carrying out the test. Briefly, 
the procedure is as follows: 9 o.c. of alcohol and 
3 c.c. of ether are pipetted into a 15 e.c. graduated 
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centrituge tube and mixed by inverting. Then 0.2 c.e. 
of hole blood or serum are run in, the tube is then 
corked tightly and shaken vigorously for one minute. 
The stoppered tube is pl.aeed on its side for thirty 
minutes, at the end o.t which time. it is centrifuged 
rapidly for three minutes. The supernatant liquid 
is decanted into a small beaker and evaporated just 
to dryness on the water bath. 'lb.e cholesterol is 
extracted with chloroform, made up to 5 ·c.e., and 
quantitated as described in Bloor's procedure. 1'b.is 
method as checked against Bloor's procedure gave 
results in good agreement. For example, Sackett l"e-
ported running both methods on the same blood with 
this result: 
Bloor's method 
Sackett's method 
211.'7 mgm.% 
210.1 mgm. % 
It is doubtful if this method could be as accurate as 
Bloor's procedure inasmuch as the amounts of materials, 
time and the like have been cut to a minimum. Also, 
the saponification step ha.s been om! tted and in thi.s 
way inherent errors creep in. The values listed 
show a variation of less than one per cent in a method 
where the errors of measurement are several per cent. 
Another simplif'ied method :J.s that described in 
1924 by Leibof'f (38). The values obtained are 
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generally slightly higher than those obtained by other 
methods. Only a · small amount of blood (0.25 c.e.) is 
required, and since there is no tra.nsfe.r of material 
there is no possible loss. The whole procedure is 
carried out in a special glass. tube; graduated at 5 c.c. 
fhe method is as follows: 5 e.c. of chloroform are 
put into the extraction tube and the filter paper disc 
is dropped into place . The tube resembles somewhat a 
blood sugar tube. T11e constricted portion holds the 
disc in place and a.lso permits accurate dilution. 
0 . 25 c.c. of blood is pipetted onto the filter paper 
disc, ~Thieh innnediately absorbs the blood. The ex-
traction tube is then a.ttached to a reflux condenser 
and i mmersed in a beaker of hot water placed over a 
small electric stove. The water in the beaker should 
be above the level of the chloroform in the tube. The 
extraction is continued for thirty minutes after which 
the tube is detached from the condenser and the disc 
removed. When cool, chloroform is added to the 5 c.c. 
mark and the colorimetric determination carried out as 
described by Bloor. Advantages claimed for t h is 
method arel a saving of time and labor as the .. complete 
test may be made ln about forty minutes; six sil!lultan-
eous extractions can be made with one condenser; and 
there is no possible loss of materi 1. Its only 
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disadvantage is that it requires a special, costly 
a pparatus. 
In a eornpe.rison of e olor1mtric and g avimetric 
methods Mueller (52) stated that either is accurate 
although gravimetric methods are s1~perior. ih.e stan-
dard gravimetric method i s the digitonin precipitnt i on 
method of inds.ua ( 0) . The colorimetr:J.c procedures 
give res11tts too high for true choleste~ol beeause 
they include other ether and chloroform soluble sub-
sttmces, whereas digitoni n determinations are more 
nearly correct. When tim~ .and material are available 
gravimetric methods usually give the best results, but 
in routine work where both factors are limited. the 
eolorime trlc methods are preferable. 
In reviewing the l 1ter tu!'e the following are 
the normal values one sees reported: 
Observer ~ormal Values in mgm.$ 
Bloor 190-240 
Denis 190-250 
Autenrieth 
inovici 
Grigaut 
Kyers & Wardell 
eaton 
Castellano & Torres 
McClure & Huntsinger 
140-160 
140-180 
160-180 
140·190 
182 
1'75 
140-180 
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Bloor gives 1 .. 0 to 240 mgm . per cent as t he 
aver age normal values. Denis (23) reported normal 
val ues a s between 19 0 and 250 mg- .• per cent. However, 
Denis did not use fastin b l ood except in t he ease of 
di abetic patients. ReClure and Huntsi nger {45) fom1d 
t hat t he normal values banged bet een 120 and 200 !Ilg!Il . 
per cent~ but are usually bet een 140_ and 180 . In 
pathological eases t he. chol esterol value ms.y o... ma.'3 not 
va rv from t he normal. Increases in ehol estei•ol con -
.. 
tent of the blood have been r eported in pr egnancy (23 ), 
diabetes (15) and in obstructive jaundice. Low va l ues 
have been r eported in anemia (13, 29, 53 ), malnutrition, 
t uberculosis, nu:tlaria and leprosy (l"l). 
In 1918 Bang (3) published an ·oxidation method for 
t he det er mination of fatty acids. Thi s was t he ~ore-
r unner of oxidation procedures described later by Blix 
(6 ),. Bloor (16), Okey ( 55), Turner (71) and others. 
In Bang 's method (3} the fat i s oxidized with d1ehrom-
ate and sulphuric acid, and the e s timations are made 
f'·rom t he · amount of dichromate reduced. Each .rnodi.fi-
cation ~nvolves a different set of factors in the final 
ca lcula t i on of t he oxidation val ues. Therefore, t he 
results o.f any single method ill give consistent 
.relative ve.lues, but those of t wo different methods are 
·sually not mutually comparable . Bloor (16) added a 
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c ta1yst and using pure substances detormined the 
proper condlti ons, such as t emp(•rature and time factors ., 
prior to a pply.ng the method to t he alcohol-ether ex-
tract of blood. 
In 1929 Okey (55) reported adapting Bloor's 
oxidative proc~dure (16) to the determination or small 
qua.nti t e·s of cholesterol as digi toni de . The proce-
dure consists of the preeipitatton of the digitonide 
by the l!tddition of an .aleoholje digitoni n solution to 
a. measured amount of the cholesterol-eont a n:tng extract 
in an oxidation. fl ask. It is then eva porated just to 
dryness and the fatty substances removed by vrashing 
\ i th anhydro·•l.s, alcohol-free ether, hich is poured 
t hr ouc,h the prepared filter tube. It is next washed 
repeatedly with hot and cold distilled water, filtering 
through the same filter tube into a .fresh .flask to re-
move excess digitonin and water-soluble i npurities. 
The ren1ainder of the proc edure ;rhl ch is described in 
deta_ 1 in the report will not be included here as it 
:ts r ather lengthy and involved. Briefly, the oxidizing 
agent s Nicloux reagent (silver chromate-sulphuric 
acid).. Controls are run at the same time as the tests. 
R."'tcess dichromate ls titra ted wi th thiosulphate. 
Turner {71) has published a simplification o:f the 
Okey (55) method. Other oxidative procedures have 
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b een ~eported but t hese are the foremost. Needless 
to sta.te t hey all are too involved for routine use . 
In ordP.r to determ~ne ~ether any relationship 
existed bet e~n the cholest erol concentration of blood 
a nd b le, a n ext nsive r e search \'fS.s b egun . The 
patients studied had had complete history, physical 
exal!iination and laboratory tests. Fasting bloods 
Vlere taken, and b1.lo collections ;ere made prior to 
a nd aft er stimulation ith oleic aeid. Estimations 
were d , on 1'1hole blood an(' blood plastrJB. using the 
method descrioed by Bloor {14). Bile cholesterol 
W"S determined by the method of JlcClure and Huntsinger 
(44 ). In e.ll , 160 cases were studied. The data 
correlated included age, basal metabol i c rate, ratio 
of eells to plasma, ·hole blood cholesterol, plasma 
cho l .sterol, bile cholest erol , crystals in bile 
sediments -- if any--, and the final diagnosis. Study 
of t :1e 160 cases was summarized as follows: 
Whole blood eholosterol 
Plasma cholesterol 
179 mgm.% (aver .} 
1 P 5 rngm. % ( aver • ) 
It · ill be seen that the cholesterol content of 
pl asma is gres.ter that that of hole blood. There 
has been some d i scuss i on as to h:tch value is more 
useful .from t h ~tandpoint or laboratory findings. 
It '<"iould seem that whole blood values e.re rn.ore depend-
able inasmuch as they are l ess va.r1a.bl€r a.nd do not 
:lnvolve the ra.t~.o of cells to plasma. 
Raving eot•related all t h e d.e.ta, those cases hav-t p-g 
both blle r~d l ood cholest erol anal ~ses 1ere divid.ed 
-- - '.' : ... 
into t No groups~ 
( l) Nol'!ilS.ls ---- in t-7hom normal ltve r ftlnction as 
demonstrated by analysis ot iii_, ~ ·nal 
bile, 
(2 } Abn01•mals -- Hepatic dysfunctiP.n, 
Hypertens ion, 
Gall Bladder ca. see ·; 
(a) operated 
(b) present pe.thology. 
It w.e.s observed the.t in t h e norme.ls the plasma content 
v:a.s 2. 8% higher t he:n i n whole blood, whereas in the 
abnorn1als tt w8s ? .8.% h~-eher . It was eleo note d that 
the range was g1 .. ea.ter i n t h e series of' ttbnormals. iJ.lh.is 
data is correlated in 1'able XVI, hich folJ.owa. 
?a.hla XVI. 
i . 
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Table XVI. 
The Cholesterol Concentration of Whole Blood and Plasma 
in Normal m d Abnormal Sub j eets. 
(1) Normals: Whole Blood Plasma 
# eases 45 4 5 
Average 177 mgm.% 182 mgm.% 
Maximum 230 ft 258 " 
Mini:m:u!!l 1 36 It 131 " 
(2) Abnormals: Whole Blood Plasma 
# oases 9-+ 94 
Average 193 mgm.% 208 mgm.% 
Jlaximum 339 n 408 
" 
Minimum 111 ft 110 
" 
{Chol ~ sterol eontent of plasma was lower than the 
· hole blood value in {1) Normals ---14 eases 
{2) Abnormals ---21 tt ) . 
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The bromine numbers of cholesterol extracted from 
blood were determined on t enty specimens from four 
normal subjects. An alcohol-ether extract of blood 
as made uAi.n the ratio of 5 c.e. of blood to 100 c.e. 
of 3:1 alcohol-ether ~ Except for the use of larger 
volumes the technique was that of Bloor (14). Q 
titative precautions were observed and the chloroform 
extracts were filtered into weighed Erlenmeyer flasks . 
!rom this point on the procedure was similar to t hat 
described on page 50. 
In the t ~enty specimens the bromine number varied 
from 28. 2 to 41.8 with an average value or 34 . This 
is below the t heoretical calculated value tor eholes~ 
terol (41.4) but higher than the bromine ~umber of 
cholesterol extracted from bile .• &ince the method 
utilized for the estimation has proven accurate and 
efficient one can but assume the presence in the pro-
duet of slight impurities of s~turated or anie compounds. 
The following t able sho .s a comparison or the 
bromine numbers of cholesterol extract49d trom the t wo 
sources: blood and bile. 
Table XVII. 
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Table XVII . 
A Comparison of the Bromine Number s of ·Cholesterol 
extracted from Blood and Bile. 
Blood ~ 
# oases 20 10 
Average 34 . 8 29 . 2 
Maximum 41 . 8 37 . 2 
inimum 28. 2 24 . 3 
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Many attempts have been made to show a correlation 
between basal metabolic re.te and the cholesterol con• 
tent of the blood. Epstein and Lande (26)11- erner 
(75), Shapiro (65) and Mason, Hunt and Hurxthal (42) 
maintained that there is an inverse relation between 
the cholesterol level of t he blood and the basal meta-
bolic :z-ate. According to Shapiro (65) the thyroid 
plays an essential role in the metabolism of :fats and 
fat-like sub·stances, includi ng cholesterol. From 
experlmants of rabbits he concluded that thyroidectomy 
fa.cilitated arid accelerated the depps i tion of cholesterol 
and the development of experimental atheromata. He 
believes this to be due to a diminished abili.ty to 
oxidize fats and fatty aubstances (cholesterol}. 
Mason, Hunt and Hurxthal ( 4 2 ) using Bloor's method 
determined t he serum cholesterol in 4'7 eases of hyper-
thyroitiism and 23 eases of myxedema. They took 230 
mgm. per cent as the normal cholesterol value on which 
to base their findings. ThJ.s value is too high, 
inasmuch as 180 has been shown to be the average normal 
value. These inwestigators believe that in hypo-
thyroidism .t h e blood cholesterol level reflects the 
patient's true condi.tion more accurately than does the 
basal metabolic rate. They reported low cholesterol 
values in severe hyperthyroidism, and high cholesterol 
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values in severe hypothyroidism. They reported also 
th t as the basal me tabolic rate returned to normal 
the blood cholesterol levels returned to normal. 
However , other observers .found no such correlation 
to exist . Included among these ar$ ade (73), Luden 
{40), Grabf i eld and Campbell (30), Gardner and Gains-
borough (28),and Looney and Childs (39}. Reviewing 
the 160 carefully studied cases no correlation was 
observed between basal metabolic rate· and blood choles-
terol level . Table XVII I bears out this statement. 
~fable XVIII . 
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Table XVIII. 
~ 
Correl~iied Data on Cholesterol Concentration of Blood 
and Basal letabolic Rate. 
Basal Rate < 140 mgm •. % 140 .. 180 mgm.% /180 mgm.% 
+25 to+3o% 1 1 
-t20 -t-25 
+15 +20 1 
+10 -t-15 1 
~5 +10 1 6 
0 +5 2 7 5 
!:. 0% 2 1 
0 to -5 4 10 13 
·,. 
-5 -10 3 11 11 
-10 -15 4 . 21 20 
-15 •20 3 6 15 
-20 -25 2 7 8 
-25 -30 2 
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Tabl e XIX. 
Cholesterol Coneentrat1on of Blood in Normal and 
in Abnormal Subjects • 
...:::: 140 mgm. % 140- 1 80 mgm . % >180 mgm.% 
Nol"mal 1 10 1 
Pituita:11y failure . 6 ' 13 19 
Thyroid failure e 12 
Live!" 6 23 29 
Hypertension 1 4 6 
Nephritis 1 
Diabetes 1 
Pregnancy 2 
Arthrit's 2 
Ulcer '( duodenal) 1 
Gonad fe.llure 2 7 10 
lfeuroses 1 5 4 
Tuberculosis 1 1 
Choleeysteetomy 9 5 
G. I . pathology 2 2 
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An attempt was made to see if any correlation 
existed between age and t he cholest erol cont ent of 
the blood . The following table shows the values 
between the a ges listed . 
Table XX. 
Correlated Data on Cholesterol Concentration 
of Blood and the ~- !'actor. 
Cholesterol in Jlgm. % 
Ages # cases Average lfaxi- Jlini -
(inclusive) mum. mum. 
10 
- 19 yrs . 35 169 222 123 
20 
- 29 48 168 222 111 
30 
- 39 58 157 339 102 
40 - 49 30 185 303 116 
50 
- 59 28 182 253 134 
60 
- 69 11 166 196 118 
From the data tabulated above it will be seen 
that there is little if any correlation between age 
and the cholesterol content of whole blood. There 
is a slight increase in t he average cholesterol values 
between t he ages of forty and sixty~ but a l l average 
values are within the limit s fo normal cholesterol 
concentration of b l ood. 
Shope (67) studied rabbits, guinea_ pigs and calves 
from birth to several months of age and reported a 
marked and relatively rapid increase rrom birth for 
a short period f .ollowed by a less marked and more ra-
dual decline with advancing age .• 
A few studies have been made on the blood chole-
sterol values in children. Halfer(32) reported the 
normal cholesterol content of serum of children and 
adolescents as varying bet een 58 and 160 mgm. per cent. 
He found this value to be increased in nephritis and 
dec·reased in t uberculosis. ard (74) studied normal 
boys and girls between six and thirteen years of age 
and reported that the cholesterol content of blood 
increased with age. She found greater individual 
variations in g: rls than in boys. Varone (72) stated 
that he found no definite differences between the new-
born, the nursling and the older child. fte found the 
cholssterol content to be increased in chronic tubercu-
losis and in the florid stages of rickets and spasmo-
phi lia, and decreased in se•ere eases of diphtheria with 
paralysis. F'rom the above 1 t wtll be s ean that there 
is no de·.fini te established correlation between the 
cholesterol content of blood and age. 
Commercially cholesterol is extracted :from brain 
and nerve tissue. 'l'he only m€,thod of prepa~ation 
seems to be that of Rosen..h.ei.I!l ( 60). In this .rocedure 
the brain is tlinced e.nd mixed ?!i. th sand and three times 
its weight of plaster of paris. 'l)}e mass solidifies 
and after several hours can easily be reduced to a. dry 
powder . The cholesterol :ts extracted by l'"epeated use 
of cold acetone at room t empel ... ature. On evaporation 
of the sol vent almost pure cholest erol sepa.rates out. 
After t wo recrysta.llizations from alc.o-101 and one from 
petroleum ether a pure l':hi t e product 1 s obtained. Page 
and 1ull~r {56) reported a melting point of 149.0°C. 
foi' cholesterol p:-epa.red in t his ,_,ay from human brain. 
Tebb (70) used this method and obtained twenty grams 
of crude cholesterol from POO gre.ms of human br.ain . 
Rosen,beim extracted cholesterol f r om sheepfs brains 
and recrystallized it from alcohol and acetone and ob-
0 
ttt.ined a product having a: znelting point of 145- 7 c. 
• h 0 and a specific z•ota.tion 1n c loroform of -36.6 • 
It is necessary to purify t he cholesterol extracted 
from br ain and spinal cord in order to free it from the 
impurity,ergost erql. Bills, Honeywell and McNair (9) 
reported that as much as 0.12% ergosterol was present 
in the cholesterol they extraeted .from spinal cord. 
1.~e purification methods have been described earlier in 
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this paper . Rosenheirn and 'Vebster {61) used the 
charcoal treatrr.en~ and declared that by this procedure 
cholesterol might occasionally be freed from ergosterol. 
However, the best purification method is that of Bills 
and Honeywell (8 ). In 1l'able XXI are tabulated the 
physical constants of cholesterol extracted from this 
source. 
Table XXI. 
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Table XXI • 
.Uata on the Physical Constants of' Cholest l'Ol 
extracted from Erain and erve Tissue . 
Observer Source ~ . P. Speei~ie Sol~nmt 
0 c. Rotation 
Sheepta " Rosenheim brains 145- 7 - 36 . 6 CHC13 
Anderson Brain & eord 150- 1 -39 . 7 CHC13 
tt rt » 
" -39 . 6 CHGl3 
B~.lls &; cD. Spinal cord 14R.O - 38 . 4 CC14 
Bills , H. & lfe}(. " n 147- 8 
Bills Honeywell 11 It 149,0 
Huntsinger Brain & cord 149 . 0 - 32 . 5 ether 
n II ff n 
· 3E . 2 CHCl3 
n It 
" 
tt 
- 38.5 CC14 
Page & MUller Human brain 149 . 0 
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Rosenheim {59) has listed the percen tage o:t 
cholesterol in dry brain from various sources . She 
reported the following: 
Source 
Human (adult) 
n· 
child 
fetus 
D~g 
Cat 
Ox 
" 
Sheep 
Rabbit 
Fowl 
Codfish 
» 
fl 
% 
9 . 23 
P. Ol 
4. ' 9 
5.29 
4.0'1 
11.59 
9 . 99 
11.28 
1.2.04 
10.37 
9 . 57 
9 .11 
12.02 
11 . 89 
l!inov:tc:l (50} reported that cholesterol :le present 
in both hi te a.nd r;:re r,1P.tter of brain, three times as 
much b eing pr~sent .in th e. •1hlte s in th€' grey. He 
reported s.lso a clo::s e relationship betwe8n cholesterol 
and the nervous system and stated. that t he cholesterol 
content of blood is increased in seve1•e insanity and 
periods of excitement, and d~ereased in dementia prae-
cox. 
Looney and Childs (39 ) studied fifty cases of 
Schizophrenia and concluded that t he condition was 
characterized by a slight decrease in the choleste rol 
cont~nt ~f the blood. n ey ueed the yers and \ardell 
method on whole blood. In this report they also state 
that they found no correlation between blood cholesterol 
and basal metabolic rate or t he emotional status. 
bromine number determinations ere made on 
cholesterol extracted from brain and s pinal cord. The 
data before and after purification by bromination is 
listed in Table XXII hich ro · lows. 
:L'able XXII. 
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Table XXII . 
tiromine Humber of Cholesterol extracted from 
Brain and spinal cord. 
e:fore 
.Purification. 
41 . 9 
42.1 
42 . 4 
41. 3 
40,. 8 
40.0 
42. 3 
Average 
determinations 
Maximum 
41.4 
8 
42.3 
40 . 0 inimum 
After 
Purification. 
41.6 
41.1 
41. 3 
41.0 
41.5 
41 . 5 
41.'7 
11.4 
41.6 
_1.6 
41 . 8 
41. 8 
4-1.1 
41.3 
41.4 
14 
41. 8 
41.0 
- 7P. -
Summary and Conclusions. 
Cholesterol occurs 'ln practically all antmal 
t i ssues, being present in blood, bile, brain and nerve 
t i. sue, gall stones, skin and other tissues such as 
liver and spleen. Re P.rdless of the source chol esterol 
contains an impurity, ergosterol, which greatly alters 
its physical and ehem:tce.l properties. Of the purifi-
cation me thods described in the text, the brom nation 
procedure is the only sure method for the removal o~ 
t his i mpurity. 
A- pt-oeedure for the d etermins.tion of bromine 
numbers has been described. Correlated data proves 
t hat bro.mine numbers are more a ccurate than iodine 
numbers. 
thode f .or the quantitat i ve estimation of 
cholesterol in blood and bile have been included in 
the t ext. The cholesterol concentration ot bile 
varies ~ith the source,. be1.ng most concentrated in 
gall bladder b le. Values for normal and abnormal 
bile cholesterol have been enumerated • On the basis 
. 
of these values a compari s on or blood and bile eholes-
terol in normal and acnormal subjects has been made. 
In c~mparing the cholesterol content or hole 
blood and plasma it as f ound that the plas~ values 
ere higher than :Yhole blood in both normal and 
/ 
... p ... 
abnorrn 1 ·subject • , th gr Nlt As t incr~e.ses beino; noted 
n the abnor ls. study of the tabulated de t a has 
~hovm th~t t ho:"' ~ s no cor~el t1on. b t een either a.ge 
or be.s 1 mJta ol_.c r ate and the cho1 9s t e rol content of 
blood. 
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Appendi x. 
Prepa_r_!l t l~ of : 
f.,.om Ga. l l Stones : 
Br a in 
urification of : 
Nor:t t or cl~arcoe. l 
Overt rrnd a t 5_on 
Ox dat .. on wi t h K mO,± 
vi5:1 dibromide 
Det erm~nation of : 
1n B~. le: 
in Blood: 
Melti ng Po1nt 
Leathes & Raper( 37 ) 
Hunt singer 
Hosen.h.eim ( 60) 
Bi ll s (2 ) 
" 
1U1l s (A ) 
W1.ndaus & Rauth ( 7 . ) 
Wind a us ( RO) 
KeClure & Huntsinger 
Deu1ofen & Be.vic (24 ) 
:!nda.us (80 ) 
Myers & War dell (54 ) 
Bloor (10,11.1 4 ) 
S8.ekett ( 64 ) 
I..e ibof f ( 38 ) 
B!:tn g ( 6} ; Bl oor (16) ; 
Oke y ( 55 ); Tu.r ne r (71) 
Ce.p~. l l t:~. ry met h od 
pa ge 
g 
9 
7 3 
12-13 
12 
13 
1 3-14 
48 
48 
49 
53 
54 
54 - 56 
56 
57 
60 
15- 16 
Spec . f i e Rotati.on (mo~.:tf . of Le.unent Polar scope)18 - 1 9 
I odine !lllmbcr 
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Wijs ( 77 ) 
Hubl ( ~6) 
~Ianus ( 33 ) 
Dam ( 2~~ } 
l,i:c l l hiney ( 4 . j 
Huntsinger 
21-23 
21 - 25 
21 - 25 
30 
29 
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